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Equipment: Six foam balls (soft indoor balls)
Description: Split the class into two even teams. Teams are designated halves of the playing area and six balls
are placed along the line separating the two playing areas. On the command of ‘Go’ each teams aim to hit as many
opposition players below the shoulders on the full as possible so they become out. A king and queen (boy and
girl) from each team is placed at the far end of the out-of-bounds area of the opposite team. As a person goes
out by being hit by the opposition’s ball, they join their king and queen and try and get their opposition out by
throwing balls from that direction. They can get back into the game if a teammate throws the ball from their
playing side to the end zone and one of the out players catches the ball. They then run around the outside and
join their team back in their playing half.
Variations: Players don’t have to stand next to king and queen after a ball hits them, they can stand along sides
as well. If a person catches a thrown ball the thrower of the ball is out and a team member of the catcher is
back in the game. If you want to have a winner and loser make it so when players are out they have to stay down
the end zone with the king and queen. Can use a different colour ball as a super ball, and if someone catches this
ball the entire team gets to come back into the game.

Equipment: 30 beanbags Five hoops
Description: Divide the class up into four different teams and line up in a single line behind the hoop. Within the
teams each player must partner up with somebody else. There is a centre hoop with 20-30 beanbags in it. When the
teacher blows the whistle the first two students go and collect only one bean bag each, place it in their hoop
and then go to the back of the line. Once the bean bag has been placed in the hoop the second lot of pairs then run
to either the centre of the hoop or another group’s hoop and collect another bean bag to be placed in their hoop.
This continues until the teacher blows their whistle to stop the game. Students count up the amount of beanbags
they have and the team with the highest number wins. When students are waiting they are not allowed to protect
their hoop, they must stay behind the hoop in a single line at all times but they are allowed to talk to their team
members indicating what team has the highest and that beanbags should be stolen from them.
Variations: Allow more than one student to steal beanbags at the same time. Allow students to defend the hoop.
Have beanbags worth five points rather than just one. Increase the size of the playing area. Make it that the
team to get seven beanbags in their hoop first wins to encourage discussion within group.

Equipment: Cones equal to the number of students
Description: Split students into two even teams. Each student is given a cone and they must place it in their
area (the end goal thirds) in either a dish (narrow end on the ground) or a dome (wide part of the cone on the
ground). The aim of the game is to turn as many of the opposition’s cones to your own designated cone position (a
dish or dome) and to keep your cones in the correct position (a dish or dome). Cones cannot be protected. Students
cannot stay in one area; for example, if they change a cone in their area the next cone they change must be in the
other team’s area (alternating areas each time a cone is flipped). To determine a winner the number of dishes and
domes are counted.
Variations: Add balls to create a dodge ball type game. You can have selected people to guard the cones with
the ability to tag players from the other team.

Equipment: Four cones, colour bands and one soft indoor ball.
Description: Split the class into two teams, with one team pairing up to become the dodgers and runners. The
second team spread out in the four cone playing area (half the size of a basketball court). The team that has
paired up line up in one corner of the playing area next to their partner. Each pair nominates a dodger and a runner,
before the dodger throws the ball into the playing area. At the same time as the dodger throws the ball, the
runner takes off running around the outside of the playing area, attempting to make it the whole way around back to
the starting point. While the runner is moving the dodger moves into the playing area and attempts to avoid being
tagged with the ball by a player on the fielding team. Each runner who makes it all the way around back to home
gets one point. If the fielding team tags the dodger and the runner is not home they do not score a point. The
fielding side can move around the playing area when they don’t have the ball, but when they do have the ball they
can only pivot. They need to work together to try and tag the dodger as quickly as possible.
Variations: Add extra balls to make it harder for the dodgers. Make the field size longer so it makes it harder for
the runner to score a point.

Equipment: One large basketball or exercise ball 40 tennis balls
Description: Split the class into two even teams. One team lines
up on one side of the inside court, the other team opposite them. The
large ball is placed in the middle of the court. Each student is given
a tennis ball each. The aim of the game is to throw the tennis balls
at the large ball and try and move it to the other team’s side.
Students are not allowed to touch the large ball; they can only
move it with the tennis balls. The winning team will be the team who
can move the large ball to the other team’s side first.
Variations: You can introduce more than one large ball, or you can
put in different-shaped balls and award more points for the
smaller ones if they are knocked over the opposition team’s line.

